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Besides the democracy argument for participation in terms of tackling lacking transparency and growing
mistrust in decision making and the functional argument that widened participation contributes to better
understand societal impacts of science and contributes to better decisions Boussaguet , there is also the
normative argument that a wider public should be included into guiding decisions of distributing tax-money
for research and innovation that possibly concerns public and individual lives. The Impact Factor measures the
average number of citations received in a particular year by papers published in the journal during the two
preceding years. Call for research papers May28 admin Visionary papers on new and emerging topics are also
welcome, as call for research papers application-oriented papers that make innovative technical contributions
to research. Funding for open access publication We strongly encourage authors to check with their
institutions or research funders whether they can get the article processing charge APC paid through
institutional funding. The official publication date affects the deadline for any patent filings related to
published work. Check whether your institution or research funder makes OA funding available for journal
publications. Find Free WordPress Themes and plugins. China specifically has become predominantly urban,
with a fast-growing economy. In addition, authors are strongly encouraged to also report, whenever possible,
results for their methods on publicly available datasets. Last Wednesday, the music of D. All deadlines are at
PM Alofi Time. SNIP measures contextual citation impact by weighting citations based on the total number of
citations in a subject field. Papers Further to peer-reviewing, the authors of accepted abstracts will receive an
invitation to submit their paper. Please be kindly noted that one can submit only one paper in the conference as
main author. Information about acceptance within three weeks. Authors are strongly encouraged to make their
code and data publicly available whenever possible. You have an institutional conflict of interest if you are
currently employed or have been employed at this institution in the past three years, or you have extensively
collaborated with this institution within the past three years. Submitted papers must describe work that is
substantively different from work that has already been published, or accepted for publication, or submitted in
parallel to other conferences or journals. There will be absolutely no exception to these deadlines. Please
submit your abstract to niklas. Funding for open access publications Did you know there are more than open
access article processing charge APC funds available to researchers worldwide? Authors of papers accepted
for the conference will be notified by June 1, and are expected to provide completed working papers or drafts
on or before August 1,  Because of the double-blind review process, non-anonymous papers that have been
issued as technical reports or similar cannot be considered for KDD  During the past decade, China and the
rest of Asia have gone through unprecedented transformation. Submitted abstracts undergo editorial review
and selected authors are invited to contribute a full paper: Please submit an abstract words max by March 29th 
To calculate the five year Impact Factor, citations are counted in to the previous five years and divided by the
source items published in the previous five years. I have copied parts of the Call for Research below, and you
can see the full announcement here.


